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2. About this document 

2.1. Document	history	

Date Author/Editor Comment 
01 mei 2005 Ben van der Eng 

Tycho van der Werff 
Original discussion document 

19/10/2015 Bob Lefevere Editing, overhaul 
20/10/2015 Tycho van der Werff 

Bob Lefevere 
v2016-01en 

15/07/2016 Bob Lefevere Editing 
06/05/2017 Tycho van der Werff 

Bob Lefevere 
Expansion and editing 
v2017-01en and v2017-02en 

2.2. Intended	audience	
This document is intended for Judo teachers, parents and judokas who strive to obtain 
a first, second or third Dan. Note that although it is entirely conceivable that a SN-judoka 
will, some day, raise to the fourth Dan or higher, the scope of this particular document is 
1st to 3rd Dan.This document is intended as a guideline or maybe an inspiration for Judo 
organisations that may be interested in setting up a graduation program for SN-judokas. 

2.3. Correspondence	
Remarks about this document can be sent to Special Needs Judo Foundation, 
info@specialneedsjudo.nl 

2.4. Summary	

Starting point must be that, in general, every reasonably trained and experienced judoka 
should be able to do a Dan graduation. This document describes the prerequisites that 
a judoka must fulfill in order to be successful in such an exam. Also, the Dutch procedure 
to request such an examination is described. It should be noted that this merely serves 
as an example. 

2.5. Other	remarks	

In this document, persons are referred to as “he”. Where the male form is used, the 
female form is implicitly intended. 
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3. Introduction 

3.1. Competition	Judo	vs.	Judo	skills	

In Judo literature much attention is given to competition Judo and its techniques. In 
SNJF's opinion, the background of other aspects of the Judo sport are underrated. Also, 
the skill requirements that go with the various kyu-grades are not always clearly defined. 
Therefore every Judo teacher is, within the confines of his Judo club, able to examinate 
and determine the kyu-grade of his pupils up to 1st kyu, and in theory a judoka will only 
have his first contact with an external examinator during his Shōdan examination. 

The result is that there are lots of differences: Part of the teachers thinks the amount of 
techniques that a pupil masters are important, while others promote on competition 
results. 

Not so however for Dan graduations. In most countries, these are exactly defined and 
regulated. For SN-Judo the old SNJF adagium goes: Normal where possible, modified 
where necessary.  

But always, the normal Dan requirements must be the starting point. In The Netherlands, 
a Special Needs judoka is allowed to do a regular examination, if necessary with 
modifications. 

3.2. Main	goal	of	this	document	

To define directives and skill requirements for SN-judokas, to support Dan examinations. 
We can divide the SN-judokas in five skill categories and three classes (standing, 
kneeling or sitting).  

3.3. The	development	of	a	method	

SNJF intends to develop a methodology whereby the judoka is central. To keep this clear 
for Judo teachers and exam committees, the regular Judo examination is taken as a 
basis. The essence of this is to generate an overview of skills for an examination that 
are the same as the original technique, or at least demonstrate the same skill or Judo 
principle as that original technique. That way, the SN-judoka can demonstrate skills on 
his own level. Note that SNJF have trained more than 35 special needs judoka to be 
examined successfully for shōdan, and is currently in the process of training several 
judoka for nidan. 

3.4. The	development	of	a	course	module	

SNJF intends to develop a course module for teachers and examiners. 

3.5. Vision	
The following vision is followed: 

1. People with a disability are fully-fledged sportsmen; 

2. SN-judokas must be supplied with meaningful sports activities; 
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3. SN-Judo must be normal where possible, and modified where necessary; 

4. Sports activities suit everyone’s abilities and interests;  

5. Everyone must be able to think about and decide upon his own sports activities. 
 

SNJF therefore carries the following slogan: 

“Normal where possible, modified where necessary” 
 

When offering sports activities, Judo clubs must take care to pay attention to the needs 
of the judokas and their disability, and to make sure that everything is possible, just like 
in normal society. 

Every type of disability has its own demands, and this should be taken into account 
during the graduation. For example, by employing a sign language interpreter for a deaf 
judoka. 

 
Figure 1: A SN judoka executing a modified kata-guruma with Tycho van der Werff. (Kodokan, during the 
SNJF “Project Japan”, 2016) 
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4. Graduation by achievement: Yes or No? 

4.1. Issue	
In some countries, judoka can make steps on the way to graduation by winning, for 
example, a national championship or higher. In such a case, the necessity to show a 
kata during the examination is removed, or other shortcuts are made into the 
examination. In more extreme cases, judoka are given a dan grade for the simple reason 
he or she has won an important championship. 

4.2. Rank	assignment	in	general	

SNJF feels that the mere fact that a judoka won a competition does not qualify that 
judoka for the assignment of a dan grade. SNJF considers a dan assignment to be a 
sign of (mental) maturity, and of maturity in the art of Judo. That is not at all the same as 
being able to win most of your competition matches. 

4.3. Rank	assignment	for	SN	judoka	

Here, the problem goes even deeper. SN judoka are often assigned black belts for "soft" 
reasons: 

• Because they have a 1st kyu for 10 years already and it is "time for a black belt"; 

• Because they want a black belt and the instructor wants to please the judoka; 

• Because the instructor or the examinators do not know how to graduate a Special 
Needs judoka. 

Often, SN judoka are then given a superficial examination and are then handed a black 
belt. 

But if a judoka is given a superficial examination and given1 a black belt, that black belt 
is not credible. Consider what other judoka will think when it becomes known that black 
belts for SN judoka are given away easily. Will they respect the black belt SN judoka as 
one of their own? Probably not, and for good reason. Should we support a practice where 
SN judoka are deliberately led onto a path where they may earn disrespect? 

Special Needs judoka have the same rights to a proper black belt as other judoka. But 
that also means they have the obligation to perform in a credible examination. In turn, 
that means that their instructor, together with the examiner is obliged to put together an 
examination performance that will make sure the judoka shows all techniques to the best 
of his abilities.  

To the best of his abilities- we will discuss this later. 

                                                
1 The term "given" is not used by accident. A dan grade must be earned, not given away easily. 
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5. Adjusting an examination for Special Needs judoka 

We discussed the phrase "to the best of his abilities" in the previous chapter. This is 
important because it is the key to a proper Special Needs examination. It is obvious that 
a judoka with a missing left arm cannot be asked to perform throws with that arm. It is 
obvious that a paraplegic judoka cannot perform standing up. However, they may very 
well be able to show replacement techniques, or variations on the standard technique 
that are just as acceptable for an examination committee. This chapter shows some 
examples to the adjustment of an examination, and we start with some obvious cases. 

Note that we can only give very general examples, as every judoka is different (even 
while having the same handicap) and some judoka are very creative in finding shortcuts 
for their disability. Therefore, this list can never be exhaustive. 

5.1. Deaf	judoka	
A deaf judoka must be allowed to have a Sign Language interpreter present during the 
examination. Also, it may sometimes be necessary for uke to point out to the examinee 
that his attention is being asked. 

5.2. Visually	impaired	judoka	

Although a VI judoka that reaches brown belt already has some experience in moving 
around on the tatami, some assistance may be needed. That assistance may come from 
uke. However one must realise that an examination ideally comes after quite some time 
of training so the VI judoka already has some experience in moving around on the tatami. 

5.3. Paraplegic	judoka	
Obviously, standing performance cannot be requested from a paraplegic judoka. 
However, the ascension of the Dutchman Cees Roest to Sandan with three virtuose 
examinations has shown that there are many possibilities to convert standing techniques 
into techniques performed in seiza. The cooperation of uke is paramount. 

5.4. 	Judoka	with	Down's	Syndrome	

First of all: Due to a syndrome called Atlanto-axial instability, about 20% of people with 
DS cannot safely roll over their neck. Throws like Tomoe-nage and shime-waza 
techniques should therefore be avoided. The variation in mental abilities in people with 
DS is so wide that examinee A can perform a complete exam without help, whereas 
examinee B needs directions but can otherwise perform the techniques very well. If 
necessary, they should therefore be allowed to be assisted by either uke, or an assistant. 

5.5. Judoka	with	ADHD	
Although these judoka may be able to perform wonderfully and with great perfection, 
they may become distracted by a large mass of people. Therefore these judoka should 
be allowed to perform their examination in (for example) their club dojo, with a limited 
amount of audience.  
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5.6. Others	
Of course there are many other disabilities. And to tell the truth, most of the judoka 
suffering from a severe disability do not even bother to enter the steep path to a Dan 
graduation. That is fine too of course, because Judo can be performed on all levels. But 
if a judoka is really committed to have a Dan grade, then there can be no reason to keep 
him away from that path. All it takes is commitment, hard work and creativity from both 
instructor and judoka to modify the examination so that: 

• The essence of the techniques displayed reflects what is requested in a regular 
exam; 

• The techniques performed in place of another technique should have the same 
degree of difficulty and should display the same Judo principle as the technique 
that is being replaced. 

5.7. Examples	of	modified	techniques	

5.7.1. Kata-guruma	
A candidate suffering from lack of upper body strength or having trouble with balance, 
kata-guruma will unnecessarily endanger uke. The nage-no-kata is then modified in such 
a way that tori executes the throw on his knee, while the remainder of the kata-guruma 
is performed in the usual way except that uke rolls away instead of falls. 

5.7.2. Ura-nage	
Ura-nage may be dangerous or impossible to perform if tori lacks upper body strength. 
However it can be modified so that tori rolls on his back, and uke rolls with him. 

5.7.3. Tsuri-komi-goshi	
When a candidate is not able because of instability when bending the knees,Tsuri-komi-
goshi can be adjusted by making sodo-tsuri-komi-goshi. 

5.7.4. Seoi-nage	
Some throws like Seoi-nage in Kata are difficult for judoka with Cerebral Palsy, to remain 
standing after the throw. Instead, Seoi-nage is allowed to make a seoi-nage-maki-komi  

5.7.5. Harai-goshi	and	uchi-mata	
For judoka who have instability in the legs Harai-goshi can be adjusted so that the leg 
will remain on the ground and goshi-guruma is made. Uchi-mata can be replaced by 
Tai-otoshi. 
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6.  Communication with the examination committee 

Communication between the judoka, instructor and examination committee is important. 
It may be good for the judoka to become acquainted to all people involved. 

6.1. Trial	examination	

At least one member of the examination committee should, together with the judoka's 
instructor, do a pre-examination some weeks before the actual exam. This gives the 
judoka the chance to become familiar with the examiner, but it will also enable the 
examiner to make last-minute adjustments or requests. 

An examination committee should be aware of what will be demonstrated. Ideally, they 
should be briefed on the upcoming examination either orally or in writing. This can be 
instructions of the form: 

• "This judoka can do every technique, albeit very slowly. He sometimes has to 
visualise the technique before he can perform." 

• "This judoka performs his techniques at maximum force therefore he tires quickly, 
so he may need a break at some point in the examination." 

• "For safety, we did not teach this judoka shime-waza and kansetsu-waza. 
Instead, we teached him all osae-komi-waza." 

• "This judoka cannot perform sutemi-waza, but instead he will perform a katame-
no-kata." 

 
Fig. 1: SN-Judoka performing in a shōdan examination (2016) 
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7. Appendix A: Evaluation categories SN-Judo 

The categories below are a guideline as to what can be expected from the examination of a 
judoka of that category. Of course, the percentages mentioned are not exact. These show 
the number of techniques that may be expected to be omitted from an examination. Which 
techniques these are depend largely on the handicap of the particular candidate. 

Note 1: The categories below are not related to the SN competition categories 1-5. 

Note 2: Even though certain techniques are prohibited in a contest setting, they should still 
be teached to, and performed correctly by an examination candidate. 

7.1. Category	1	

7.1.1. Properties	
• This judoka has an excellent technical ability, and a good understanding of the 

techniques to be executed.  

• The judoka has a good insight in his own actions, a good overview of the 
consequences of the more dangerous techniques. Nage waza, Kansetsu-, 
shime- en sutemi-waza are possible. 

• A regular graduation may be possible, maybe modified by location. 

7.1.2. Assessment	
• The judoka is assessed on the techniques described in the standard (regular) 

Dan graduation requirements and will perform at no less than 80% of regular 
level (as in a regular graduation) 

7.2. Category	2	

7.2.1. Properties	
• The judoka has a reasonable technical skill level and insight in the techniques 

required.  

• The teacher will, in the application for graduation, also mention the ability of the 
judoka to act under his own will. This is important to understand the ability of the 
judoka to see cause and effect, when potential risky techniques like kansetsu- 
shime- and sutemi-waza are performed. The teacher is the best person to judge 
this. 

7.2.2. Assessment	
• The judoka is assessed on the techniques described in the standard (regular) 

Dan graduation requirements and will perform at no less than 60% and not more 
than 80% of regular level. 

7.3. Category	3	

7.3.1. Properties	
• The judoka understands most of the techniques, and there is some insight in the 

execution and completion of the technique. 
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• This judoka has some insight in his own actions, and some ability to control them. 

7.3.2. Assessment	
• The judoka is assessed on the techniques described in the standard (regular) 

Dan graduation requirements and will perform at no less than 50% and not more 
than 60% of regular level. 

• The judoka understands most of the techniques required and the purpose of the 
graduation 

• Uke will be allowed to initiate and support the judoka. 

• Kansetsu-, shime- en sutemi-waza are not allowed. Replacement techniques 
must be demonstrated. 

7.4. Category	4	

7.4.1. Properties	
• Given the small amount of Judo skill of this judoka, the emphasis will be on 

qualitative intention of basic technique rather than demonstrating a broad range 
of Judo skills 

• This judoka has a limited insight in his own actions, and a limited ability to control 
them. 

• Kansetsu-, shime- en sutemi-waza are not allowed. Replacement techniques 
must be demonstrated. 

7.4.2. Assessment	
• The judoka is assessed on the techniques described in the standard (regular) 

Dan graduation requirements and will perform at no less than 30% and not more 
than 50% of regular level. 

• This judoka has a limited understanding of the requirements and understands 
more or less the purpose of the examination but relies on support from his uke. 

7.5. Category	5	

7.5.1. Properties	
• Given the small amount of Judo skill of this judoka, the emphasis will be on 

qualitative intention of basic technique rather than demonstrating a broad range 
of Judo skills 

• This judoka has almost no insight in his own actions, and a small ability to control 
them. 

• Kansetsu-, shime- en sutemi-waza are not allowed. Replacement techniques 
must be demonstrated. 

7.5.2. Assessment	
• The judoka is assessed on the techniques described in the standard (regular) 

Dan graduation requirements and will perform at less than 30% of regular level. 
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• This judoka has a limited understanding of the requirements and must rely heavily 
on support from his uke. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Examination of a judoka with Down's Syndrome, showing a modified kata-guruma as mentioned in 
5.7.1 (2011) 
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8. Appendix B: Short overview of a Dutch shōdan examination 

This is only an overview, not a detailed description. Also, this is for regular judoka, not 
Special Needs. However, this is the base for a Special Needs examination. 

8.1. Miscellaneous	

The candidate must have a reasonable command of the Japanese terminology 

The candidate is allowed to augment his examination with a self-made assignment, 
showing nage-waza or katame-waza, or both. 

All techniques must be shown while moving, and in left and right direction. 

Where "a selection" is mentioned, the candidate is expected to show his own selection, 
until the examinator interrupts him and asks for a technique he would like to see, or 
clarification on a technique just shown. A candidate is also allowed to request the 
examinator to ask for techniques. 

8.2. The	examination	

8.2.1. Kata2	
The candidate must demonstrate one of three kata: Nage-no-kata, Katame-no-kata or 
Go-no-sen kata. 

8.2.2. Nage-waza	
Selections from koshi-waza, ashi-waza, reaping, blocking, sutemi-waza, hikikomi, 
combinations, takeover. 

8.2.3. Katame-waza	
Selection from osae-komi-waza, and variations on each of them, escapes from each of 
the osae-komi-waza demonstrated 

8.2.4. Kansetsu-waza	
A selection from the arm locks 

8.2.5. Shime-waza	
A selection of choke techniques 

8.2.6. Situational	ne-waza	
Various positions, and actions from those positions. 

 

                                                
2 If candidate has gathered 100 points from shiai, then kata may be omitted. See 4 on SNJF's opinion about this.  
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9. Appendix C: Requesting a SN-graduation 

Note: Described is the Dutch procedure. Various other countries may have adopted other 
procedures. SNJF recommends to stick to the regular procedure as close as possible. 

The request procedure is no different from a regular graduation, however the following 
additional rules apply: 

1. The Judo teacher will declare on the application form that there is an additional form 
for Special Needs Judo attached. This will clearly describe what is and is not 
acceptable for the candidate. For the parts that cannot be performed in the normal 
way, an alternative technique must be supplied that is similar in difficulty to the 
original technique, and shows the same Judo principle. 

2. A member of the Graduation Committee will, some time prior to the examination, 
observe the skill of the candidate and will advise on whether the judoka is or is not 
ready to do the requested graduation. The Judo teacher will be present during this 
observation session. The Graduation Committee advice is not binding but is given in 
favour of the SN-judoka. 

3. The candidate performs the graduation during a technical exam as stated in the JBN 
rules, article 12 sub 1 in the district the judoka is part of. The teacher of the candidate 
is however allowed to make a written request to the District Judo Board to be 
examined in his own environment. Note: Sometimes being able to perform in a 
familiar environment may be the only modification necessary to allow the SN-judoka 
to perform. 

4. If the handicap of the candidate requires so, or if the companion/teacher/uke or the 
Graduation Committee deems this necessary, it is allowed to have an extra person 
giving commands to the candidate, or to have an extra person assisting the 
Committee. 

 


